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Abstract
The evaluation of clinical information systems is essential as they are
increasingly used in clinical routine and may even influence patient outcome on the basis of reminder functions and decision support. Therefore
we try to answer three questions in this paper: what to evaluate; how to
evaluate; how to interpret the results. Those key questions lead to the discussion of goals, methods and results of evaluation studies in a common
context. We will compare the objectivist and the subjectivist evaluation
approach and illustrate the evaluation process itself in some detail, discussing different phases of software development and potential evaluation
techniques in each phase. We use four different practical examples of evaluation studies that were conducted in various settings to demonstrate how
defined evaluation goals may be achieved with a limited amount of
resources. This also illustrates advantages, limitations and costs of the different evaluation methods and techniques that may be used when evaluating clinical information systems.

Introduction
Clinical information systems support medical and
nursing staff in their daily work by means of electronic data processing. They cover local systems, and
departmental subsystems as well as hospital communication systems and hospital information systems in
both inpatient and ambulatory care. The assessment
of clinical information systems receives increased
attention as more and more are used in clinical
routine. This paper focuses on three questions for the
evaluation of clinical information systems:
what to evaluate;
how to evaluate; and
how to interpret the results.
‘Clinicians would be unwise to use any system
unless it has been shown to be safe and effective’ (Van
Bemmel & Musen 1997).

•
•
•
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Evaluation is based on comparison. We may either
compare the status after system introduction with the
status before (or with the previous system) or we may
agree on expected system effects and assess whether
those effects have been established. Peterson &
Gerdin Jelger (1988) describe three purposes of the
evaluation process:
To compare the results with the goals and
expected effects of the system, for example
concerning working conditions, service to the
patients, integrity and security of data and
finances (summative evaluation).
To direct work towards the expected result with
the help of formative evaluation during the development and the introduction of the system.
To use the findings and outcomes of the evaluation process as an experience base for the next
project.

•

•
•
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Many different aspects of evaluation can be distinguished, such as the influence on the working environment of medical staff, the savings which may
be achieved or even the effect a system may have
on patient outcome. Evaluating clinical information
systems remains an art (Heathfield et al. 1997).
Generally, two approaches to the evaluation of
clinical information systems exist, an objectivist
approach and a subjectivist approach (Friedman &
Wyatt 1997; Van Bemmel & Musen 1997). The objectivist approach assumes an agreement on important system attributes that can be measured and
interpreted. Here the preferred study design (‘gold
standard’) would be a randomized controlled trial
(RCT) (Tierney et al. 1994). Instead the subjectivist
approach assumes that observation results are dependent on context and observer and that different
individuals or groups may hold a different opinion
about a systems value. In this approach qualitative
data is preferred to quantitative results of controlled
trials.
The objectivist approach is widely accepted in
biomedicine and also scored positively in the evaluation of knowledge based systems (KBS). KBS may
issue reminders or offer therapy advice based upon
data of an individual patient and stored machinereadable medical knowledge. They may issue
reminders for necessary diagnostic or therapeutic
actions (McDonald 1976), they can check pathogen
susceptibility to a given antibiotic (Evans et al. 1985;
Evans et al. 1993), check for adverse drug reactions
(Evans et al. 1995) or interpret laboratory values
(Rind et al. 1992). Here, controlled trials (Johnston
et al. 1994; Adlassnig & Horak 1995) have been conducted with good success and could prove the influence of KBS on process and occasionally on outcome
quality. Today, several systematic reviews of evaluation studies exist (Johnston et al. 1994; Balas et al.
1996) and a stage has been reached where occasionally systems are directly compared with each other
(Berner et al. 1994). There are several reasons why
KBS can be more easily evaluated in a controlled
trial than clinical information systems. Often such
functions can be switched on and off in the background, thus allowing for blinded studies. Randomization is comparatively easy when single reminders
are randomly either displayed or not. Success may be
measured directly by checking if the clinician has
374

started the activity that was recommended from the
KBS.
However, the objectivist approach has seldom
produced positive evaluation results when applied
to complex clinical information systems (e.g. Van
Gennip et al. 1994; Bürkle et al. 1999). Often it was
found that evaluation of such systems consumed
large amounts of resources and that the expected and
measured objective parameters, such as time saving,
did not exceed those of the control. Randomization
is often difficult because one must randomize whole
wards or departments of a hospital who do or do not
receive the information system. As this is basically
possible, the number of items (wards, etc.) needed
to achieve sufficient power is often not available.
In addition, it is often difficult to identify a comparable ‘before’ and ‘after’ situation with a steadily
progressing technology. As Forsythe and Buchanan
(1992) state: ‘Real-world settings are not easily controlled’. Blinding is usually impossible as the information system is clearly visible for members of the
intervention group. To define appropriate, objective
parameters to measure is a demanding task. Very
often the influence of such a system will not manifest
in direct time savings, but rather in improved cooperation between departments, in increased quality of documentation, or in better patient care. No
clear indicators exist to measure such effects.
Heathfield et al. (1997) discuss some of these problems more extensively. We contend that clinical
information systems evaluation based on RCTs
seems to be difficult. Koch and Abel (1997) describe
similar problems for the evaluation of surgical procedures and cite a study which indicates that over the
years the percentage of RCTs in surgery could not
be increased.
In this paper we will emphasize the necessity
to evaluate clinical information systems, even
under adverse conditions. We will present different methods of evaluation beside the RCT and demonstrate examples for the use of those methods
in clinical settings. We will discuss strong points
and weaknesses of each method. Before any
evaluation is started, agreement on the evaluation
goals is necessary. A systematic presentation of
evaluation methods is illustrated using a set of
practical examples. The examples are condensed
for discussion.
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Goals of an evaluation
For the evaluation of a clinical information system,
the first question must be: What do we want to
evaluate?
An agreement on the evaluation goals is required
not only for the study protocol, but also for the
selection of suitable evaluation parameters. Defining appropriate evaluation goals may be the first
serious problem for an evaluation study (Bürkle et al.
1995b). If highly generic evaluation goals, such as the
effectiveness of an information system (Hinson et al.
1994), the effects on medical or nursing activity
(Spranzo Keller et al. 1992), or the effect on patient
care (Petrucci et al. 1992), are mentioned, one has to
check carefully whether the measured indicators
allow a clear statement to be made for such a generic
goal. At the end the researchers may answer a totally
different question to the one they defined as their
goal. Therefore, goals of an evaluation study should
be well described and rather detailed so that the
evaluation results may be easily compared with the
goals. Preferably, the goals should have a close connection to the evaluated system, in order to assure
that positive evaluation results may be definitely
attributed to the system. A goal such as effect on
patient care may fail this test because many other
factors will influence this goal.

Methods of evaluation
Methods for the evaluation of clinical information
systems are presented to answer the question: How
do we evaluate?
Systematically, we may distinguish several phases
of evaluation of software systems. Indeed, evaluation
starts during program development and can be split
into verification, validation, assessment of human
factors and clinical assessment of clinical effect
(Engelbrecht et al. 1995; Ohmann & Belenky 1995;
Ohmann et al. 1998; see also Van Bemmel & Musen
1997).
Verification is an evaluation process that should be
implemented during system design and development
to answer the question ‘Did we build the system correctly?’. Verification checks whether the system has
been developed according to its specification and

confirms consistency, completeness and correctness
of the system. The methodology for verification is
either a program proof (Schmitz et al. 1982) or a test
strategy (Myers 1976, 1982). The program proof confirms total correctness of the program logic with
mathematical methods, the test strategy confirms
partial correctness of the program with given test
cases.
Validation is performed later to answer the question ‘Did we build the right system?’. Validation
checks that the system performs the tasks for which
it has been designed in the real working environment. Test strategies are the methodology of choice.
Content validity compares program results with
the expected results (for example a gold standard).
Empirical validity checks whether the results of
content validation remain stable when the system
is under full workload. The system test examines
the complete system in its working environment.
Validation is especially important for KBS (e.g.
Verdaguer et al. 1992).
Evaluation of human factors is the next phase of
system evaluation. It answers the question: ‘Will
the system be accepted and used?’. Even if a system
has been verified and validated, it may be so awkwardly designed that it cannot be used in real life,
because using the system is either too cumbersome
or consumes too much time. Imagine a car which
has its driver seat in the back. It will drive correctly
(verification) and it can be used on a normal road
(validation). Nevertheless people will find it awkward to look over the heads of their passengers
on the road. To determine usefulness and usability,
one must select appropriate quality indicators.
Usefulness of a system is often measured by examining user satisfaction. User satisfaction has
system-dependent aspects, such as content satisfaction, interface satisfaction and organisation satisfaction, but also system-independent personal aspects
such as individual dislike for computers (Ohmann
et al. 1997a).
Observation of the system and its users in their
working environment and asking the users is the
appropriate methodology for assessment of usefulness and usability. We can distinguish observation
studies, log studies, reaction studies and interviews or
questionnaires. In an observation study, an external
observer will record critique, comments and recom-
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mendations of the user. In a log study one might want
to check how often a certain part of the program has
been used. In a reaction study, comments regarding
the program are recorded directly, e.g. in an additional input window attached to the program. In a
questionnaire study, the user is asked specific questions that serve as an indicator for usability. Questions may be either specific for the examined system
or generic to assess the attitude of the users. To assess
the latter, one can use evaluated questionnaire tools
(Ohmann et al. 1997b). A clear distinction between
validation and human factor assessment is sometimes
difficult. Both are tested in a realistic environment.
However, validation focuses on the system, and
human assessment focuses on the user.
Evaluation of the clinical effect is the last phase of
system evaluation. The appropriate question would
be ‘Which clinical effect has the system?’. We may
drill down even further to the question ‘How does
the system affect patient outcome?’. If we want to
derive causal conclusions from a certain therapy
or intervention we should remember Donabedian
(1982), who distinguishes three quality factors in
patient care, namely structural quality, process
quality and outcome quality. For each of those
quality factors we may chose appropriate quality
indicators such as financial resources, personnel
resources or physical resources in the first case, gold
standards and guidelines for correct behaviour in the
second case and length of stay, morbidity or mortality
in the last case to measure effects of our intervention
upon the chosen quality factor. Careful consideration
of facts dictates that a significant effect on one quality
factor is only assumed when several indicators react
positively.
The clinical effect is best measured in a field study
using an RCT. The RCT attempts to eliminate or
neutralize unwanted influence factors by randomization between control and intervention. However, as
mentioned above, RCTs might be unsuitable for
evaluation of clinical information systems. In such
cases other methods, such as one-group studies, twogroup studies measured after intervention (control
group and intervention), two-group studies measured before and after intervention or cross-over
studies, may be useful as well, although their power
and sensitivity is not as good as that of RCTs (Van
der Loo et al. 1994).
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Examples for the evaluation of clinical
information systems
In the next section we present a set of examples
for the evaluation of clinical information systems
that have either been published or conducted by the
authors themselves. We will describe each study,
present the obtained results and discuss power and
disadvantages of the used methodology.
First example: evaluation of user satisfaction
(A) Study design and environment For the evaluation of user satisfaction we cite a study which was
published in 1997 by Ohmann and colleagues from
Düsseldorf University Hospital, Germany (Ohmann
et al. 1997a, 1997b; Boy & Ohmann 1999). In this
study medical doctors’ satisfaction with a documentation module of a commercial hospital information
system was evaluated.
A questionnaire study was chosen. The observation objects (164 hospital physicians) were selected
randomly. For the evaluation of user satisfaction two
standardized instruments were employed: the User
Information Satisfaction tool (UIS) with 13 items
(Ives 1983) and the Questionnaire of User Information Satisfaction tool (QUIS) with 27 items (Chin
1988). Both tools have been evaluated in a pilot
phase, resulting in reliability values of 0.77 for the
UIS and 0.90 for the QUIS. The tools have a slightly
different focus: the UIS covers quality of information
with five items, available data processing staff and
service with five items, and knowledge and involvement of user with three items. Its focus is therefore
on the contents of the system and the organization.
Each item is rated on a scale from -3 to + 3. The
QUIS covers overall reaction with six items, screen
layout with four items, terminology and system
information with six items, system use learning with
six items and system capabilities with five items. It
focuses on the user interface. Each item is rated on a
scale from 1 to 9.
(B) Measured results In this study the basic medical
documentation module (MCW) of the commercial
SMS-Dataplan HIS used at Düsseldorf University
Hospital was evaluated. The study suffers from a low
response rate (58%) and only 24% of the question-
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Time distribution change,
user satisfaction

Time savings,
documentation quality,
user satisfaction

Work sampling,
questionnaire

Time measurement,
questionnaire,
interview, chart
review
Observation,
questionnaire,
interviews
Randomized controlled
study (two groups
pre and after
measurement)
Simulation study (one
group after
measurement)
Clinical effects,
human factors

Application scenarios and
user acceptance of
mobile information
processing tools
Ammenwerth et al. 1999

Ammenwerth et al. 2000

Bürkle et al. 1994

Clinical effects,
human factors

Controlled study (one
group pre and after
measurement)
Clinical effects,
human factors

User opinion

User satisfaction
Questionnaire
Non-controlled study
(one group after
measurement)
Human factors

Personal attitude
concerning a basic
medical documentation
module
Effects of a hospital
information system and
a nursing information
system
Effects of a computerbased nursing
documentation system

Study design

Ohmann et al. 1997

Table 1 Overview of examples

Goals of evaluation

Type of evaluation

Data collection
method

Effect measure

Evaluation of clinical information systems

naires could be evaluated; the other physicians
hadn’t used the system yet. Therefore, the results,
although interesting, remain questionable. On a scale
between -3 and +3, users rated quality of information (0.37) and support by data processing staff
(0.51) as positive, and involvement of users as neutral
(0.03), giving a total of 0.34 for the User Information
Satisfaction tool (UIS). On a scale between 1 and
9, users rated the system above average (5.06) on
the Questionnaire of User Information Satisfaction
tool (QUIS). Junior doctors had a better opinion
about electronic data processing than senior medical
staff.
(C) Power of used methodology This study attempts
to measure the effect of a clinical information system
on user satisfaction with quantitative tools. It is
characterized by the use of proven and evaluated
questionnaire tools to study the attitude of clinical
staff towards the information system, support by data
processing staff and overall user satisfaction. The use
of such standardized tools should allow comparability with international literature, which, however,
is not performed in the accessible publications. The
study could be conducted with a reasonable evaluation effort (translation and redesign of questionnaires, randomization of medical staff, sending out
questionnaires, collecting and analysing questionnaires). In principle, studies like this one can quickly
deliver results.
(D) Problems of used methodology The intervention (installation of the clinical information system)
was not blinded. It is not clear from the published
papers if the users who did not have the system were
used as a control group. The distribution of questionnaires among intervention group and control
group was not quoted as randomized. Environmental factors have not been controlled. The measurement using standardized tools was objective, but the
study suffers from a low return rate. The published
literature does not give hints as to which parts or
functions of the evaluated HIS module were found
useful.
(E) Assessment This study is a typical example of
a simple straightforward approach to measure the
impact of a clinical information system. In its present
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status such a study at its best can only deliver a rough
positive or negative opinion about the system. It will
not show which details work well and which do not.
Therefore other authors (e.g. Kushniruk et al. 1997)
have proposed much more complex observation
studies for a subjectivist approach to find out in detail
what works well and what does not. Those complex
designs avoid also the principal problem of questionnaire studies being of limited validity if the
return rate is too low.

Second example: evaluation of structure and
process quality and user satisfaction
(A) Study design and environment The second study
was performed by one of the authors at Giessen
University Hospital, Germany. In a stepwise
approach the impact of a hospital information system
and a nursing information system on nurses working environment was examined (Bürkle et al. 1994;
Bürkle et al. 1995a; Bürkle et al. 1999). A prospective
intervention study with before and after measurements was performed on two medical wards, using
control parameters to assure similarity of workload
during control and intervention periods. The study
design was incremental, with two consecutive interventions. The study was predominantly objective,
using time motion observation of nurses (work sampling). Repeated non-standardized questionnaires,
with up to 50 items, were used. Work sampling is a
statistical method to measure time distribution on
certain tasks (Tippett 1935; Sittig 1993). A person or
area is observed at fixed time intervals and a note is
taken of which task is performed in the moment
of observation. For preparation of a work sampling
study an analysis of performed work is required. The
authors analysed organization structure, forms, data
flow, work flow, communication and weakness, to
derive 76 detailed work packages (Bürkle et al. 1994).
For the sampling period this was condensed to 23
work packages in three nursing categories. The questionnaires tool was developed in-house and boasted
an incremental design. For the historic control a
question might ask if a specific computer function
was considered necessary. Later, when the function
was introduced, the user was asked if he had used the
function.
378

(B) Measured results The time motion study measured the distribution of nurses work time into 23
work packages. Grouped results indicated that nurses
spent 15% of their time on general nursing care
(feeding, washing, etc.), 35% on specific care
(medication, catheters, dressing change, etc.) and
30% on administrative activities (charting, appointments, etc.). Twenty per cent remained for nonclassified tasks. The measured nursing workload
control parameters (staff count, admission and discharge count, required nursing care minutes) did not
affect time distribution between those work areas.
The same was found for the two intervention steps.
Neither the hospital information system nor the
nursing information system affected time distribution beyond statistical variation. Time spent at the
computer was between 1.5% and 2.8% of the total.
As a side-effect, time distribution was, however, significantly affected from organizational differences
between the two wards.
The questionnaires confirmed a positive attitude
towards clinical data processing. Several basic HIS
program functions scored high in acceptance and
matched the expressed need for introduction. Other
previously desired program functions were not used
as often as anticipated. Organization of nursing work
was beyond optimum, but the two examined systems
did not cure this problem.The concluding results indicated a positive influence of the hospital information
system on nurses’ working environment, while the
nursing information system was not well accepted.
(C) Power of used methodology This study presents
a mixed, predominantly objective evaluation approach. Compared with other studies that measure only
the time used for manual or computer-based performance of single activities, the study focuses on the
total work time and its distribution upon activities.
Thus it could in principle detect if time savings led,
for example, to reinforced nursing activities. The
study is ‘partially controlled’.Workload might change
during the different control and intervention periods
and influence time distribution. Thus workload is
controlled by measuring several workload indicators
that in case of significant difference would have been
used to derive a weighting factor.
Compared with other published studies, for the
pre-intervention measurement a ‘clean’ situation
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with no computers was measured. The methods mix
delivers a large amount of detailed results regarding
work time distribution and the usability of specific
HIS functions. Several of the measured parameters,
such as time distribution, can and have been compared with international literature.
(D) Problems of used methodology The intervention per se was not randomized. Only the observation
objects (nurses) have been randomly selected each
day, thus eliminating specific influence of certain
nursing roles on time distribution. For the second
intervention (the nursing information system) we
considered random intervention on one ward only
but did not succeed due to organizational changes on
the wards. Other designs, such as cross-over designs,
might have been better although more costly. The
control of changing work with indicator parameters
did not influence time distribution. Although organizational differences between the wards could be
measured, it is possible that those control parameters
were not optimal. The intervention was not blinded;
observation effects (Hawthorne effect) are likely
both in control and intervention periods. The evaluation represents a snapshot in time in a changing
system environment. There is no rule regarding when
to perform the evaluation.
The study was designed to measure clinical effects.
As it seemed difficult to measure effects on outcome
quality, the study concentrated on process quality.
Work sampling statistics proved a problem as time
distribution on single work packages is highly dependent from time for other work packages. A statistically acceptable comparison between interventions
was only possible on the level of grouped work packages. Similar to many other studies, the questionnaire
tools were not standardized, so that comparison
with other researchers is difficult. Most essentially,
however, it must be emphasized that studies of this
kind require a tremendous amount of time and
resources. This study lasted for over 2 years and other
researchers have reported a similar duration (Van
Gennip et al. 1994). The equivalent of 3–4 man years
was spent on this evaluation, not counting all the preliminary preparatory work.
(E) Assessment With this study we present an objective approach to the evaluation of clinical informa-

tion systems. External influence is partially controlled even without randomization. The study
measures influence on process quality and applies
statistically sound methodology to the evaluation. It
turns out that the presumed quality indicator, time
distribution, is not appropriate on the given statistical
level for measuring of influence. We are able to say
this because one of the two measured clinical systems
was at the time an approved and accepted standard
in our hospital. Positive results in this study derive
from the questionnaire parts where nurses state a
positive attitude and confirm usefulness of certain
functions of the HIS.
Third example: evaluation of process quality
and user satisfaction
(A) Study design and environment A computerbased nursing documentation system (PIK) was
compared with the existing paper-based nursing
documentation system (Ammenwerth et al. 1999).
The study was conducted on one ward of the Department of Psychiatry of the Heidelberg University
Medical Centre. Nurses used PIK for care planning
and nursing documentation for the 30 patients in the
intervention group, and they used the existing paperbased documentation system for care planning and
nursing documentation for the 30 patients in the
control group. The objective was to evaluate the differences between both patient groups concerning
time effort for nursing documentation and quality
of nursing documentation. Furthermore, the effects
of computer-based documentation on acceptance of
nursing process and computers in nursing, on user
satisfaction and on co-operation with other professional groups, were assessed.
The study was conducted as a 2-month, randomized controlled trial with 60 patients. Differences in
time used for nursing documentation were assessed
by time measurements, carried out by the nurses
themselves. Differences in quality of documentation
between the PIK group and control group were
assessed by documentation analysis and interviews.
Differences in user satisfaction were assessed at the
beginning and at the end of the study by questionnaires and interviews. Most of the questionnaires
were based on available standardized questionnaires
(for example Bowmann et al. 1983; Nickell & Pinto
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1986; Chin 1988; Lowry 1994; Ohmann et al. 1997a).
Nevertheless, they had to be adapted to the specific
environment of the study.
(B) Measured results Both objective and subjective
results showed advantages of computer-based nursing documentation. Time needed for care planning
was much lower in the PIK group than in the control
group (16.4 min vs. 43.3 min). Time for nursing documentation was significantly higher in the PIK group
(4.4 min for documentation of tasks, 6.2 min for
report writing) than in the control group (1.8 min and
3.5 min).
The overall quality of the content of documentation was judged as equal in both groups by two external nursing experts (2.4 vs. 2.3 on a 5-point scale).
Some formal aspects of quality (such as completeness
and legibility) were strongly higher in the PIK group.
User acceptance of computers in nursing and of computer-based nursing documentation systems grew
significantly during the study. In general, the acceptance of PIK by nurses and by physicians was high.
PIK is now used routinely on two wards and will be
introduced on other wards at Heidelberg University
Medical Centre.
(C) Power of used methodology This was an RCT
where patients had been randomly distributed in
intervention and control groups for nurse care planning on one single ward. Therefore, influences due to
patients’ data (e.g. type of disease) or due to organizational structures (e.g. documentation workflow)
were minimized. The study permitted comparison
directly between paper-based and computer-based
nursing process documentation. To our knowledge
no other randomized study exists which compares
two nursing documentation systems in a clinical environment. Another advantage of the study design was
that every nurse on the ward got experience both
with the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ documentation system.
Quantitative methods such as time measurements
were combined with qualitative methods such as
interviews and questionnaires. This multimethod
approach delivered a multitude of results and
improved the robustness of its results (e.g. Kaplan
1995). An evaluation should be formative (‘constructive’) and provide guidance for further system de380

velopment (Kaplan 1997; Brender 1998). This study
followed the formative evaluation concept. All program malfunctions and user proposals for software
improvement have been reported and discussed with
software developers and users. This motivated the
nurses, giving them feedback that their reports could
directly influence software quality.

(D) Problems of used methodology In this study the
time measurement for nursing process documentation was carried out by the nurses themselves. Selfassessment of effort, however, can be biased, for
example due to incomplete data. However, external
observation 24 h a day for several weeks would have
been too expensive. Statistical approaches such as
work-sampling (Sittig 1993) were not adequate as the
time used for nursing process documentation was
very low (the estimates were about 5% of the overall
time for the study ward). Probably there are missing
values in the self-assessment, and the absolute time
needed for care planning or documentation may be
too low. However, this should not influence comparison between intervention and control groups.
In addition, all subjective results (from questionnaires and interviews) confirm the results of the selfmeasurements. It remains an open question how the
time savings may influence patient care.
The study was not blinded, observation effects
(Hawthorne effect) are likely both in the control and
intervention. The evaluation represents a snapshot
in time in a changing system environment. There was
no rule as to when to perform the evaluation. The
study was designed to measure clinical effects. As
it seemed difficult to measure effects on outcome
quality, the study concentrated on process quality.
Documentation quality was difficult to measure.
No validated tools to measure documentation quality exist. Therefore, the two external nursing experts
were asked to use a self-constructed checklist to
judge documentation quality. Good interobserver
validity was noted, both experts judged nearly equal,
but those results remain partially subjective. Starting
with standardized tools, the researchers finally used
some non-standardized questionnaires and checklists, so that comparison with other researchers is
difficult. This study did require a high amount of time
and resources.
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(E) Assessment The study shows successful randomization with significant results in a clinical environment, using a multiple-method approach. Full RCT
level is achieved. The study measures influence on
structure and process quality and applies statistically
sound methodology to the evaluation. The quality
indicator time saving is positive for nurse care planning and slightly negative for care documentation.
The indicator of documentation quality is unchanged. User acceptance is high. However, the study
results are representative only for very similar environments (e.g. a psychiatric ward with equally ITskilled staff) and cannot be easily compared with
other, especially non-psychiatric, departments.
Fourth example: subjectivist evaluation
of human factors
(A) Study design and environment Mobile information and communication systems in clinical routine
have the potential to improve communication, facilitate information access, eliminate duplicate documentation, and increase quality of patient care in
the long run. Mobile computers can support documentation, information access and communication.
A prototype version of such a mobile, multifunctional personal assistant was evaluated in a 1-week
study in the Heidelberg University Medical Centre
(Ammenwerth et al. 2000)
The mobile personal assistant was implemented
on Apple‚ Newton 2000, and networked by the
German mobile telephone network D1. The prototypes offered functions such as access to a simulated
patient database, access to medical knowledge, diagnosis documentation and coding, electronic examination requests, a personal organizer and speech and
text communication. The aim of this study was to test
the prototype in a close-to-reality environment with
genuine users. A variety of research questions were
processed in this study, such as suitability for routine
use, usefulness of mobile communication, mobile
information needs of the staff, and scenarios for
mobile documentation. The study was designed as a
simulation study. Thirty-one test users (mainly physicians and nurses) were observed during one week
while working with the prototypical technology in
a close-to-reality environment. Simulated patient
cases were prepared to be ‘treated’ by test users,

parallel to their usual daily work and in their usual
environment. Special problems such as data security
were examined under direct intervention in the
simulation environment (i.e. by deliberately disturbing communication pathways). Statements and
opinions of the users concerning the research questions were captured during user observation, intensive interviews (before and after the study) and
questionnaires.
Simulation studies do not permit a complete evaluation, but rather aim to obtain design proposals
for a new technology from the prospective user. As a
test method, they combine elements of the laboratory test and the field study (Roßnagel et al. 1999;
Kumbruck & Schneider 1995). They are an example
of subjectivist, formative evaluation.
(B) Measured results A majority of the participants
felt that mobile communication was useful in assisting them in their daily hospital routine. However,
opinions on the usefulness of computer-aided mobile
information processing were diverse.They depended,
among other things, on the activity and on the
general attitude of a physician towards this new technology. A positive rating was given for mobile access
to medical knowledge, to patient data and to general
information (such as telephone books). Some users
saw potential use for mobile documentation during
physician’s rounds. Overall, most of the 31 test
persons noticed need for mobile computer implementation in clinical routine. Most of them felt that
mobile computers can complement the functionality
of the clinical workstation in the areas of mobile
communication and mobile information processing.
However, some users saw no need for mobile computers at all, as long as basic functions could be performed at the clinical workstation. In contrast to the
more enthusiastic mobile personnel, the more sceptical users were less mobile in their work. Based on
these results, a multidevice mobile computer architecture was conceived that combines stationary
clinical workstations and different types of mobile
computers.
(C) Power of used methodology The simulation
study is an appropriate method to obtain close to
reality a safe assessment of prototype technology.
Most test persons welcomed the possibility to partic-
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ipate in the design and evaluation of a new technology before its introduction into routine. A variety
of users from different professional backgrounds
participated, thus different attitudes, ranging from
the sceptical to enthusiastic, were involved. From
the interviews, ideas and suggestions could be extracted that would have been difficult otherwise.
These valuable statements and suggestions would
surely not have been uncovered through a pure
laboratory study.
(D) Problems of used methodology Simulation
studies have some disadvantages. They do not allow
complete and summative evaluation of a new technology. Instead, they deliver hints and opinions to
guide future development. No comparison with a
control group is possible, the results are only valid for
the chosen simulation environment. Preparing and
processing a simulation study requires much effort
and work, both for researchers and test users. Several
test users reported that processing the test cases
parallel to the normal work was more work than
expected. This can diminish motivation of the test
user. Some users complained that working with simulated patient data was missing practice with real situations. Overall, it seems difficult to weigh up the
results of the study against the amount of work
needed.
(E) Assessment This study aimed at a formative,
mostly subjectivist evaluation of new mobile technology. No controlled environment was used. A lot of
valuable statements from future users could be
extracted, but the amount of work both for researchers and test users was high. Overall, simulation
studies should only be carried out in areas where no
earlier experiences are available, and where field
studies are not yet possible (for example due to
unstable or potentially harmful technology).
Discussion
We have now presented four different examples of
evaluation of clinical information systems.
How to interpret the results?
As we have shown, evaluation is dependent on
available resources, goals of the evaluation and type
382

of technology that is to be examined. None of the
four approaches solves all the evaluation problems,
a generic solution does not exist. All examples are
centred around the third and fourth evaluation
phase, namely evaluation of human factors and
evaluation of clinical effect. The examples range
from rather primitive questionnaire studies through
complex combined approaches up to simulation
studies.
We have to accept, that with a given amount
of resources only a restricted evaluation is possible.
Therefore, simple questionnaire studies retain an
essential position in evaluation strategy. They are
especially suitable for the evaluation of human
factors and can be quickly accomplished with limited
resources. When conducting such a study one should
look out for validated tools to measure human
factors in order to make results comparable with the
work of others. However, often those tools will need
local adaptation. One should try to randomize observation objects, e.g. when a certain system is to be
assessed, one might select half of the questionnaire
recipients randomly from system users and the other
half from a comparable non-system-user clientele.
A pure questionnaire study will often suffer from
low return rates. Repeated reminders can ease this
problem but will increase the amount of needed
resources.
To obtain detailed information on an observation
area a simple questionnaire study is not sufficient.
In this case a mixed approach must be selected that
combines the measurement of several indicators.
The combined picture of all indicators will be clearer
than each result alone. We notice that those mixed
approaches require an effort which is at least tenfold
that of a simple questionnaire or log study. Therefore
for such a study it is essential to have an idea of what
to expect from system introduction in order to define
clear and appropriate evaluation goals. Many researchers attempted to measure time saving as a
process quality indicator for the system and failed to
get positive results. Other quality indicators such
as documentation quality should be combined with
human factor assessment to derive a conclusion
about system impact. The formative character of such
studies should be emphasized if possible by influencing and improving system design based on study
results. Therefore, questionnaires and observation
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will not be restricted to attitude towards computers,
but may have to be specified depending on the functions that the observed computer system has. This
explains why standardized questionnaire tools are
often per se not sufficient because they lack questions
which are specific for the examined system and
working environment.
For many quality indicators such as time or
quality, different measuring methods have been
developed. We have shown two examples for time
measurement, direct measuring and the statistical
work sampling method. The first method quickly
delivers exact time-spans (if external observers are
used) but is often difficult to accept in the hospital
environment. The second needs a higher preparatory
and measuring effort but may be more acceptable
in hospital (people do not feel they have to work
against the stopwatch) and can show how the time is
used instead. The latter may be essential as there
are hints in the literature that saved time is not used
for patient care. Similar thoughts are required for
other quality indicators, e.g. documentation quality,
and often the measurement remains somewhat
subjective.
Mixed observation studies are often nonrandomized, due to organizational facts (e.g. a system
being implemented in a certain part of the hospital)
and the problem of not having enough observation
objects for a sensible randomization. This fact must
be accepted, but good study designs will allow for a
certain control of unwanted effects, e.g. by measuring and weighting those effects, by implementing a
matched pairs study or with cross-over design (ward
A, first intervention then control; ward B, first control
then intervention). Occasionally randomized controlled trials can be implemented, e.g. when patients
can be randomly assigned to intervention and control. Most cases of clinical information system evaluation are not suitable for blinding. Therefore, certain
unwanted effects, e.g. the Hawthorne effect, have
to be accepted that, however, with some luck are
equally distributed between the control group and
intervention group. Nevertheless, we may note that
evaluation technologies for clinical information
systems today slowly become mature enough to
make study results comparable, even across country
borders. It must be noted, however, that the results
of an evaluation study are only representative for a

similar environment. This environment should be
clearly defined in each study to allow for comparison.
Simulation studies are a rather new field for evaluation of medical information systems. They follow a
subjectivist approach where qualitative data are preferred and no facts or indicators are measured. The
simulation study is an appropriate method to obtain
a safe assessment of prototype technology close to
reality. This study type accepts and welcomes different user attitudes and derives its value from ideas
and suggestions of the participants. However, simulation studies do not allow the complete and summative evaluation of a new technology. There is no
control group and the results are only valid for the
chosen simulation environment. Preparation and
processing a simulation study requires much effort
and work, both for researchers and test users. Simulation studies are appropriate in areas where no
earlier experiences are available, and where field
studies are not yet possible, for example due to
potentially harmful technology.
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